Ehlers-Danlos syndrome: recent advances and current understanding of the clinical and genetic heterogeneity.
The Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) is a heterogeneous group of generalized connective tissue disorders, the major manifestations of which are skin fragility, skin hyperextensibility, and joint hypermobility. The clinical and molecular definition of more than ten types of EDS has, more than ever, emphasized the importance of correct diagnosis because the natural history and mode of inheritance differ among the types. Unfortunately, much of the older literature does not differentiate among the types clearly, and in some instances the life-threatening complications of EDS type IV may be cited as characteristic of the syndrome as a whole. Heterogeneity in EDS began to be appreciated about 30 years ago when the core of the modern classification was developed by Barabas. Since then it was extended by Beighton et al, and then amplified with the insights provided by biochemical and molecular genetic studies. Clinical studies were sufficient initially to distinguish five types of EDS; biochemical studies identified four additional types, EDS type VI, EDS type VII, EDS type IX, and EDS type X, whereas clinical criteria distinguished EDS type VIII. In the following sections, the clinical manifestations of the different forms of EDS are summarized and the known biochemical and molecular genetic features are emphasized.